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ABSTRACT: W e show t h a t taking monopole rearrangement of electrons1 s h e l l s i n t o consideration when calculating K-spectza i n t e n s i t i e s lead t o 15 -30% increase of calculated intensity r a t i o IXp 5/IKp t h a t i s being used as a standard value when determining p -electron densities of valenwstates on 3d metals i n compounds.
It i s known *hat the Kp5 -spectra of 3d-metals give the informat i o n about valency s t a t e s . in molecules and solids. Shape of spectrum r e f l e c t s the energetic structure of valency s t a t e s , while integral intensikies are proportional t o p-electronic densities of valency s t a t e s within a sphere of 0 . 6 re radias (r, is a covalent radius around the transition metal atom) / I / , ' Po determine electronic density of p-symmetry one normally uses experimental values of intensity rat i o ( 2C =X,3 5/w ) which are being compared with the zo value s calculated f o r atoms with one 4p-electron /2/. z o values f o r 3d-metals were calculated i n /2/ within a one-electron approximation. Core rearrangemen* i n presence of vacancy had been partly taken i n t o aocotmt: transitions' matrix elements had been supposed t o be propotional t o the amplitudes of 4p-and 3p-travefunctions near the metal nucleus within the i n i t i a l Is-vacancied state. It has been shown i n /3/ t h a t such an approach may lead t o a lo€)% mistakes when calculating the photoabsorption cross sections, B e mistakes are caused by the f a c t t h a t the additional terms in matrix elements t h a t appeardue t o nonorthogonality of r a d i a l functions of i n i t i a l and final s t a t e s may be of the same order a s the principal term, !tWs paper's a i m i s t o calculate intensity r a t i o f o r the row of 3d transition metals considering the monopole rearrangement of electronsshells (MRES) v i a the methods described i n /3,4/, 2 2 6 2 6 n l -l me configurations of newtral atoms K o = l s 2s 2p 3s 3p 3d 4s 4p were taken a s basic ones. (4p-1 |D|ls-1 )= g^tetrUp)-ftslrUp)(2pUp) _ (isttM3p)gpV4pU (1) (3P-1 |D|1S-1 )-N 2 {(isiri3p) -.nsirupM2pi3p). I (2) where D ** / ,r. is a dipole transition matrix element, N-.No are the products of overlap integrals (nljnl) for nl orbitals not involved in the transition. Radial |nT) and (nl) orbitals are calculated for configurations 1s and np by solving Hartree-ffock equations that were everaged over the configurations. The Table  lists One may conclude from the data that taking MSES into account leads to increasing of intensity for both Kp c-and Kp^-lines. MEES affect Ks c-intensity more dramatically which is due to the donation of the last term in (1) arising because of changing of the shape of 3p-functions. Eesultingly, se* value also increases. Influence of PJRES decreases f o r the t r a n s i t i o n elements i n the end of the row. This is so because,for heavier atoms, t h e i r inner p-shells a r e not so mobile and, being i n presence of strong potential, they f e e l rel a t i v e l y weaker change of potential when inner &ell vacancy appears One should note t h a t the 3p-function of t r a n s i t i o n metal within a compound may be sensitive t o change of potential formed by the atoms of envirohment which value may be comparable with the potential of vacancy. This may a f f e c t the value of the l a s t term i n (1).
This question though needs more accurate consideration.
This study showed t h a t when determining the p-electron density on 3d metals v i a method of /2/, one should compare experimental da- 
